
Productive Color. Extremely Easy.

Wide format print copy scan system

Océ TCS400



• Print wide format in color. It’s easy.

• Copy wide format in color. It’s easy.

• Wide format color scan-to-file. It’s easy.

• Job processing. It’s easy.

• Control your workflow. It’s easy.

• Print submission. It’s easy.

• Future proof and reliable. It’s easy.

• Everything you need. It’s easy.



Your business success depends upon your ability to effectively

communicate ideas to your clients using large format drawings, designs,

exhibits and presentations. The effective use of color in these documents 

is critically important. Big visual impact can enhance the communication

of your ideas, speed up your clients’ decision-making process, and 

enable you to beat deadlines, exceed customer expectations, and grow

your business. 

In the age of doing more with less, many companies are looking for

ways to improve their design workflow and maximize the effectiveness of

designers and engineers.  

The newest large format color technology from Océ, the Océ TCS400, 

is the solution that can make a big difference to your organization. The

Océ TCS400 delivers outstanding color along with unsurpassed reliability

and productivity, all in a single integrated system that consolidates

printing, copying, and scanning activities.

Colorful, efficient, reliable—the Océ TCS400 makes wide format color

printing, copying, and scanning productive and easy.

Productive Color. Extremely Easy.



Productive Color. Extremely Easy.

Print wide format in color. It’s easy.
The Océ TCS400 print engine was designed to make wide

format color printing as easy as black and white.

Simple multi-roll media handling makes it possible to have

different media types and sizes ready for printing, which saves

time on trimming. Operator interaction has been minimized. 

If action is required, it’s self-explanatory. Clear wizards guide 

you through printhead changes or print quality optimization.

And the easy-to-use operator panel can be turned to any position

for maximum visibility.

Copy wide format in color. It’s easy.
The Océ TCS400 brings true green button copying to wide

format color. No color management skills are needed to make 

a good copy as Océ Image Logic® technology optimizes output

for line definition, text readability and background detail.

Automatic width detection, automatic roll selection and 

deskewing make life even easier. And because no previewing 

is needed, everything can be managed from the scan unit’s

operator panel just as on Océ black and white systems. Users

immediately feel at home with the system so making a color 

copy only takes a few seconds of their valuable time.



Wide format color scan-to-file. It’s easy.
Scanning to file with the Océ TCS400 is also just a matter of

pushing the green button. Once again, Océ Image Logic

technology processes the scanned data into a high-quality image

that can be saved in one of several standard file formats, such as

PDF or TIFF.

To keep uniform file sizes and network traffic manageable, 

the system supports a limited number of discrete levels of scan

resolution. And to increase productivity, the Océ Power Logic

Controller can be pre-programmed with up to ten destinations 

in network directories, or even on the web, selectable from the 

scan unit’s operator panel.

Job processing. It’s easy.
With its processing power and large memory, the Océ Power Logic

controller is known for streamlining job processing. But the

processor really comes into its own with color printing. Whether

submitted via the network or the scanner, bitmaps are generated fast.

As a result, the print engine starts almost immediately, reducing

waiting time. As files sizes become larger, this becomes the most

important aspect in determining the productivity of your printer.

You also get true concurrency. While the print engine outputs one

file, another job can be copied or submitted from the network and

processed while printing. So the next bitmap is ready for production

as soon as the printer is ready. What’s more, the productivity of 

the operator feeding originals is independent of the print engine 

and you can scan-to-file regardless of the printer’s workload.



Productive Color. Extremely Easy.

Control your workflow. It’s easy.
The Océ Power Logic controller puts you in charge. Got a print

or copy job that can’t wait? Use Océ Advanced Queue Manager

to print high priority jobs immediately and put others on hold.

Need additional copies? Processed jobs remain in the history

queue—so there’s no need to re-feed or re-submit documents.

One click does the job.

Want to monitor the system status? The Océ system control

panel shows ink volume, the media loaded and the controller’s

workload. Install Océ Remote Logic® software and do this all

from your desktop.

Print submission. It’s easy.
With Océ drivers and print submission tools, it’s easy to produce

exactly what you want. Océ drivers provide a wide variety of

options. Whatever you choose, the default settings are only a

click away. If files are in a printable format, submit them

directly—there’s no need to open the file in the application.

Use Océ Print Exec™ LT web software to make a job of multiple

printable files in seconds using just a standard Internet browser

application. For additional functionality, advanced users can opt

for various print management functions. 
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Future proof and reliable. It’s easy.
The Océ TCS400 has been designed to keep pace with

technological developments. With its modular architecture, 

the system can be upgraded to include greater functionality,

making it a safe investment for the future.

You can rely on the solid construction of the Océ TCS400. 

Like other Océ wide format printing systems, there is a very 

short paper path minimizing the chance of a paper jam. The

multi-printhead design allows for unattended production in the

overnight mode so print quality is guaranteed even if you can’t

monitor it yourself. The proven design of the scan unit offers

reliability and thanks to automatic calibration and alignment,

output remains consistent for years.

Everything you need. It’s easy.
In today’s world you want to get the most out of your investments.

Océ EasyPAC™ programs offer implementation, education and

support services, like helpdesk support, on-site preventative and

corrective maintenance. Océ also provides a variety of paper, film

and other materials. Océ, the world’s number one supplier of wide

format technical document solutions, delivers everything you need

to stay productive.
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